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Abstract
The girth of a graph with a hamiltonian cycle and t chords will be
investigated. In particula,r, for any integer t > 0 let g(t) denote the
smallest number such that any hamiltonian graph G with n vertices
andn*t edges will have girth at most g(t)n+c, where c is a constant
independent of n. It will be shown that there exist constants cr and
cz srch that (cr(logt))lt S S(t) < (cz(logt)lt). For small values of
,, (1 < , < 8), 9(i) will be determined precisely.
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INTRODUCTION

The girth 9(G) of a graph G is the order of the smallest cycle of the graph.
In general, the girth of a graph will decrease as edges are added. More
specifically, as chords are added to a hamiltonian cycle in a graph, the girth
of the graph will be forced to decrease. We will investigate the relationship
between the girth of a hamiltonian graph and the number of chords of
the hamiltonia;r cycle. More specifically, the following function g will be
investigated.

Deffnition 1 For

any pos,iti,ae,i,ntegert, let g(t) d,enote the smallest number
such that any ham,i,ltoni,an graph G wi,th n aertices anil
edges will haue
girih g(G) < S(t)n* c, where c,i,s a constant (i,ndependent of n).

n*t

In section 2 the following theorem, which gives asymptotically sharp
upper and lower bounds for the function g, will be proved.
Theorern

h

I

For any pos,i,tiue
and cz such that
(c1

,i,nteger

t)

1, there esist positi,ue constants

{rost)) I t S g(t) S @2(rogt)) I t.

A hamiltonian graph G with n vertices and n+t edges will have 9(G) <
g(t)n + c for some constant c. If t is a constant then, it is possible that
the girth 9(G) is still a positive fraction of n (g(G) > c1((logt)n)lt tot
some constant c1), and it is always true that SG) < k2(logt)n)lt for some
constant c2. However, if , > logn, then S(G) : o(n), as the following
corollary indicates.

Corollary L If G ,i,s a ham,i,ltoni,an graph with n aertices 6p[ n I logn
eilges, then 9(G) < c((loglogn)n,)llogn for some constant c. In general,
thi,s bound, cannot be i,mproued ercept for the constant c.
There are several other interesting special cases of the upper bound in
Theorem 1; the cases when t : no for (0 < o ( 1), t : en for some
(0 < . < 1), and when f : e(log n )n. are examples of this. The following is
a corollary of the proof of Theorem 1.

Corollary 2 (i,) If G is a hamiltonian graph with n aer-ti,ces anil n * na
ed,ges for some O < o < L, then 9(G) < c(log n)nl-o for some constant c.
(ii,) If G is a ham,iltonian graph with n aertices and n * en ed,ges for
0 < e < L, then SG) < c(logrr) for some constant c.
(i,ii) If G ,i,s a hamiltonian graph with n uertices anil nt e(logn)n eilges
lor 0 1 e < 7, then S(G) < c for some constant c.
90

In section 3 precise values of g(t) will be determined for 1 ( t S
Specifically the following theorem will be proved.
Theorem 2 For 1
g(3)

2

: s(4) :

<, < 8, the aalues of S(t) are g(l) : SQ) :
: 3110, and s(6) : s0): s(B) : rl4.

8.

712,

113, s(5)

GENERAL BOUNDS

A result of Erd6s and

Sachs on the existeuce of regular graphs of given
minimum girth will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1. In [2] the following
was proved, but the form stated here comes from [1], page 57.

Theorem 3 [2] Giuen a pos'i,tiue 'i,nteger
graph of gi,rth at least r wi,th at most
f

\r-z)
=)

L("

r)

3, there

er'i,sts an r-regular

- 1)'-' + (r - 1),-' + (r - 4)) S r,

uert'ices.

Let H,,* denote an r-regular graph of order rn and girth at least r assured by Theorem 3. Thus m I r'. Before we begin the proof of Theorem 1,
some additional notation will be introduced. By C : (ra, xr , . . . , fin-1 , fi0)
we will mean a cycle of Iength n containiag the vertices {rs, 11, .' ., cr1-1 } in
the order indicated. For a ( j, the interval ofvertices on C strictly between
r; and 17 will be denoted by (U,fri+r,...,rr'). When the endvertices r;
and rr. are included in the interval, it will be denoted by lri,x;ar,. .. ,fi j).
A chord R of C is just an edge r;r7 between 2 non-consecutive vertices
r; and x,i in C. Any such chord.B determines 2 cycles related to C,
namely Cr : (r;,fi jlnj+t1... ,rt) and C2 : (fitrfijrfij-tt...rxt). Collectively these two cycles use each of the edges of C precisely once, so the
sum of their lengths is precisely n * 2. Two chords R: rfii and S : r*rt
are 'i,nterseet'i,ng chord,s if i < k < j < l, and if not, then they are parallel
chords. If.B and S are parallel chords of C, then there are 3 cycles associated with these chords. One cycle contains the chord -8, one contains both
.R and S, and the other contains the chord ,9, and collectively the chords
use each edge of the cycle precisely once. Thus, the sum of the lengths of
the 3 cycles is n* 4. There is a corresponding collection of cycles for larger
numbers of parallel chords. Also, there is an analogous collection of cycles
for intersecting chorcls. For example, if fi, ,S, and ? are three pair-wise intersecting chords of C, then there are 6 cycles determined by these chords
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and 3 of these cycles share no edges on the cycle C. Each of the 3 cycles
contain precisely 2 of the chords and collectively they use each edge on the
cycle precisely once, and so the sum of the iengths of these 3 cycles is

n,

*

6.

Proof: (of Theorem 1) We verify the lower bound for g(f) by describing
an example of a graph G of appropriate order, size, and girth. In fact,
it is sufficient to shorv for f large enough and n sufficiently large, there is
a hamiltonian graph G with n vertices and n * t edges that has SG) >
c((logt)n)lt for some constant c.
Denote the vertices of H,,* by {yo, Art...tU*-t}. Consider a cycle C :
(ro,rr,. . . t frn-L,rs) of order n that is divisible by 2mr (i.e. n : Zmrk for
some integer k). Partition the vertices of C into 2rn intervals of consecutive
vertices of C, each of length rk. For each integer i, (0 < i, 12m - 1), Iet
It: lr;,x,r6,a\rk). For each of the intervals I2i - lr2.;r1x,it1zt+t)'x), mark

r

vertices tr2irh1r(2ir+t)h."' ,r(ei+t)r-r;r in this interval. Therefore,
rm of the 2mrk vertices are marked. For each of the r edges incident to
the vertex Ut e Hr,,r,, identify one of the r marked vertices in the interval
Izr : lrzb*,fr1ztat)rk). Now, if ai.aj is an edge in Hr,*, then place an
edge between the two marked vertices (one from lz,i and one from 121) of
C identified with the edge yayi. Denote by G, the graph obtained from C
by adding the rmlZ edges. Let t: rml2. Note that A(G") : 3.
The graph G, has n vertices and rz -l t edges. Any cycle in G, that uses
any of the vertices of one of the odd intervals la+r will use all of the vertices
of lz,i,+r and thus rnill contain at least rk vertices. If a cycie of G, contains
no vertices from any of the odd intervals 1241, then the cycle must contain
at least r chords of Cr, since Hr,^inas girth at least r. Therefore, the cycle
must contain at least rk vertices from the intervals of length k associated
with the marked vertices. This implies ihat 9(G") ) rk : nf2m. Stnce
2tfr : m 1 r',we have t I r'+1 f2, and so r ) ctlogtfor some constant
c'. Hence, S(G") > nf 2m: rnf 4t ) c(logt)nlt for some constant c. As a
consequence S(t) > c(logt)lt for some constant c.
Next, the upper bound for 9(f) will be verified. Let G be a hamiltonian
graph with n vertices and n -ft edges. We will show that there is a constant
c such that g(G) < c(Iog t)n /t. Assume that this is not true.
Let C be a hamiltonian cycle of G. Select an appropriate and small p
(3 < p < logr) and partition the vertices of C into ltlp) intervals, each
of length approximately pnlt. By assumption, there are no chords in any
of these intervals, for otirerwise there would be too smali a cycle. Collapse
each of the intervais to one vertex to obtain the multigraph fI induced by
the chords of C. Therefore, 1/ has [t/p] vertices and I edges, and so the
average degree in ,I1 is at least 2p. Thus, there is a subgraph "L of fI that
has minimum degree at least 6 ) p.

the
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The minimum degree condition on -L will place an upper bound on the
I. Given a yertex u e V(L)l the number of vertices a distance
precisely /c fr_om u will be a least (6 - 1)* if k 3 gQ) 12 - 1. This implies
that (5 - l)sQ')/z-t < ly(f)|. In our case this gives the inequality

girth of

@-t1o(t')lz-t.tlo,
from which it follows thai g(I) ( c'logt for some constant C. As aconsequence of this we have that g(fI) 1c'Iogt. Since 9(G) < (pnlt)g(H),
it

follows that g(G)

< c(logt)nlf for some constant c. This completes the

proof of the upper bound on 9(t) and of Theor5rm

1.

tr

3 SMALL ORDER CASES
The structure of the examples and the techniques of the proofs to determine
the values of g(t) for small values of I are similar to those used in the general
case. Before giving the proof of Theorem 2, we will describe a set of 8
families of examples {Hr,Hz,...fI8} that will be used to verify the upper
bounds for 9(t). Each example fI; will be obtained by adding i chords to a
cycle C: (oo, frrt.--tfin-rsrs). These graphs are pictured in Figure 1.

H2
llm

H3
0

13m

2n
3n

LLfiL.

5n

7Am

6m

l4m

H7

Figure

For I/2, assume that n

:4m

1

arrd add

the 2 chords frofrzm wrd

r*ns*.

is straightforward in this case to see that S(Hz) : 2m * 7 : nlz + 7.
The graph ffr is obtained from Hzby deleting the chord fimfismt and also

It

g(Hr):nlz+7.
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For f13, assume that n : 6m and add the 3 chords fisfisp, frnt4mt
fi2*fr1*. The endvertices of these cycles partition the vertices of C,
into 6 intervals each with rn : nl6 vertices. Any cycle of f13 must use
all of the vertices in at least 2 of these intervals, and so it foliows that
a,fld

g(Hs):2m,*2:nl3+2.

For fIa, assume that n : 72m and add the 4 chords frsfr4a, fimfism,
frsno7m and fr6*trysro. The endvertices of these cycles partition the vertices
of C, into 8 intervals with 4 of the intervals having m:nllZ vertices and
the other 4 having rn:nl6 vertices. Any cycle of l{a must use all of the
vertices in at least 2 of the intervals with n,/6 vertices, one of the intervals
withn16 vertices and 2 with nf T2vertices, or 4 of the intervals with n/12
vertices. Therefore, S(H,r) : 4m *2 : nl3 + 2.
For I15, assume tliat n :70m and add the 5 chords rofrBm, fi2mfibnt
fr4mfi7nr, r1mfrgm, antd trs*fi*. The endvertices of these cycles partition
the vertices of C, into 10 intervals each with rn:nll1 vertices. It is not
difficult to check that any cycle of 115 must use all of the vertices in at least
3 of these intervals, and so it follows that g(ffr) :3m* 1:3n/10* 1.
In the graph f/6, which has a construction that is similar to the construction for ff5, assume that n : lZm and add the 6 chords fio$smt fr2mfi1mt
fr4mT7mt fi7mfrgnr, rSnrfrtLrn, arrd x)1g^x:ro. The endvertices of these cycles
partition the vertices of C, into 12 intervals each with m: nl12 vertices.
It is not difficult to check that any cycle of f16 must use all of the vertices in
at least 3 of these intervals, and so it follows that 9(ff6) :3m1-l: nl4+1.
The graph Ift is a subgraph of fI6, so we will first describe the graph fls.
Assume that n : 16m, and add the 8 chords rtnrbmt fiBnfiTm, fr6mfi7omt
figmfitsmt frtlmt1.srr, xt4rnt4nt cgcap,&nd T4mtt2m. The endvertiCes of

these cycles partition the vertices of C, into 16 intervais each with rn :
n,/16 vertices. It can be checked that any cycle of Ils must use all of the
vertices in at least 4 of these intervals, and so it follows ihat g(I/s) :
4m -f 1 : nl4 * 1. The graph fft is obtained from f/s by deleting any one
of the 8 chords, s&f x6,7x14a, and g(H7) : nl4 + 1.

Proof: (of Theorem 2) The lower bounds for g(1), g(2),...,9(8) follow directly from the exampies H1,H2,.-.,1f8. To complete the proof it is sufficient to verify the appropriate upper bounds for g(1), S(3),g(5) and g(6).

Let C : (*o,*r,...tfrn-t,re) be a cycle oflength rr, and for i: 1,3,5 and
6, Iet G6 be a graph obtained from C by adding i chords. Except for a few
special situations, the nature of the proofs for each of the special cases will
be the same. A set of cycles will be described that will collectively use each
edge of the cycle C precisely once. This permits the sum of the lengths of
the set of cycles to be calculated, and the average length of the cycles gives
an upper bound on the girth of the graph.

Clairn: SO):112
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I

Clearly g(Gr) 1nl2 + l, since any chord of C determines 2 cycles that
share precisely 2 vertices and collectively each of the edges of C once, a,nd
so one of the cycles has at most (n, + 2) /2 : nlz * 1 vertices. This implies
e(Gr) S nl2+r and e(2) S g(t) 3U2.

Claim: SG):U3
. ---T-Z-oI-IEe

cEords in G3 are parallel, then these 2 chords determine
three cycles such that the sum of the number of vertices in the 3 cycles is
rz*4. Therefore, one of the cycles contains at most (n+4)13 vertices, which
implies S(Gi ! (n + $ 13. If no pair of the chords of G3 are parallel, then
they are intersecting. These 3 chords imply the existence of 3 cycles such
that the sum of the number of vertices in the 3 cycles is ra * 6. Hence, one
of the cycles contains at most (n+6)13 vertices, and so S(GB) < nl3+2
a,nd 9(a) < e(3) < tl3.
Clairn: g(5) :3/10

will assume there is no constant c such that g(G5) !3n170*c, and
show that this leads to a contradiction. By the same arguments used in the
previous case, if there are 3 parallel chords in G5, then there are 4 cycles
such that the sum of their lengths is n * 4 and g(G5) < (r, * 4)14. AIso, if
there are 4 intersecting chords, then g(G5) < (n *8)/4. Therefore, we will
assume that G5 does not contain either 3 parallel or 4 intersecting chords.
Each chord

R of Gr determines 2 cycles, which we will denote by

-We
alnd C2. The chord also partitions

C1

the remaining 4 chords into 3 categories:
those that intersect the chord -8, those associated with the cycle C1, and
those associated with C2. lf there is a chord associated with each of G
and G, then there are 3 parallel chords, a contradiction. Hence, we can
assume that the other 4 chords of C either intersect fi or are associated
with one of the cycles, say C1 . fi g(C2) S nl4 * c for some constant c,

.
;

then we are done. Thus, we can assume g(Cr) < 3n14. If there are 3
chords associated with C1, then since S(3) : 1/3, there is a cycle in G5
with at most (3n/4) l3 + c < nl 4 * c < }nl7}t c for some constant c, a
contradiction. Hence there are at most 2 chords in Cr, and so there must
be at least 2 chords intersecting fi. From this point on? we will assume that
each chord of Ga has at least 2 intersecting chords.
We will next show that G5 does not contain 2 pairs of intersecting chords
that are parallel. Assume that .B1, R2, Rs, Rqare 4 such chords. Thus, there
exists 8 vertices u1r'u2t...,u8 on C, appearing in the order on the cycle
indicated by the their index, such that R1 :'u11\,R2: u2u4,Rs: usul,
arrd Ra : u6'uy. There is another chord .R : 'tr1t2 of G5. Since each
chord of Gs must intersect at least 2 intersecting chords, the chord .R must
intersect each of the chords Rt,Rz,Rs,R+, and so we can assume that
q e (rs2,q), and that u2 e (a6,a7). There are 4 cycles in G5 that share
no edges on the cycle C, namely the cycles C1 = (q,a3.. . >,t)atuzr. .. ,ur),
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: (ur,'Ll2t','t'U7t'l)St"'t'l)4s'Uzt"',ur)
.,
:
u6,'t)Br "','t)ttl)sr"', ur). The sum of the number of
and Ca (ut,uzr..
vertices in these 4 cycles is (n * 10), so there is a cycle of length at most
Cz

:

(usrl)7... t'l)Br't)6t..'tus), CS

(n +70)14. This implies that g(G5) < (n + L0)14, a contradiction.
We will also show that Gs does not contain 3 intersecting chords. Assume that Ry :'tt11!2, R2 = Uyl)2,and .Eg :tDLtDz are 3 SUCh chordS with'
the order of these vertices on the cycle being u,1,'u1,'tt1r'tt2, 'u2tu,rz. There
is a fourth chord, which we will denote by R : xp2. With no loss of
generality, we can assume that 11 € (ur,o1). Since G5 does not contain
4 intersecting chords, we can assume with no Ioss of generality that either
x2 e (u1,ru1) or 12 e (wy,u2). We will consider these two situations in
Case 1 and Case 2 that follow.

Case 1: Suppose 12 e (u1,w1).
We will denote the fifth chord by S = ytyr. Since each chord, in particular .8, must intersect at least 2 other chords, we have that y1 € (r1 , z2 ) . By
symmetry, we ca,n assume y € (r1,u1). Using the fact that each chord must

iutersect at least 2 chords, symmetry, and the forbidden structures such as
4 intersecting chords, there are 3 possibilities flor y2; either gr2 € (u2,w2),
Uz e (w2,t^r1), or yz e (wt,u2). We will consider these subcases independently.
Subcase 1.1: Suppose yz € (uz,wz).
The sum of the number of vertices in the 4 cycles Cr : (urr'uzt"'t

'tDLr'tt)z,...rut),Cz:(ArrUzr"'rU2r'Urr"'rtt)rCs:(utr'll2t"'t'Uzt'Utr"'t
fi2tfitt. ", Ur), and Ca : (ytrAzr"' r'ti)zt'lt)Lr "' rfi2rfrts"' rUt) is fa * 10.
Therefore, one of the cycles C1 , Cz, Ct or Ca has at most (n+10) l4 vertices.

Subcase 1.2: Suppose Az € (wz,ur).
For future reference denote this graph by Hi. Each of the following 10
cycles uses 3 of the 10 intervals of the cycle C: Cy - (yr,yrr. .. tut,- . . ,tt,

"'r7t), C2 : (ryr{zt"'t'Dl,"'tAtt"'t
ut), Cs : (atrvzr"'r'lrzt'lt)Lt"'t
f;2t. . ., at), C + : (wt r'tD2 t "', A2r "' s llr,'lt2t' ", urr ), Cs : (at r tz r "' t'tDt
'll)2t"' rqzrUtr " ' rfrt), Ca : (urr'uz;"' t'lt)2t" ' rAzrAtr"' ror), Cl : (ut,
'ltzs. " tlltt'. , tfi2rfitr'" ,ut), Cg : (Wyrw2t"'ta2t"'t'llzr"'
,W1), Cg :
(ur, urr.. - rl)2r't)L "', Arrlzr"' rut), and Go : (utruzr"' ru2r'ur "' tfrz,
frrt. . . ;u1). The sum of the lengths of these cycles is 3n * 20, and so one
of the cycles has at most (3n, + 20) lLD :3nl1L0 * 2 vertices.
Subcase 1.3: Suppose yz e (*t,ur).
:
For future reference denote this graph by Ifi. Each of the following 10
cycles uses 3 ofthe 10 intervals ofthe cycle C: C1: (xrrrz,...,aL,...,Ur,
"', rt), Cz : (At rAzt "' ruzr "' ru2r't)t "' t Y) r Cr : (atr'l.L2r "' tv)zt "' r'tty,
. . ., Ur), Cs : (yt,
A2r "' r'tt2t'ttrt "' r frrr "' r?t) r Cs : (rt r fi2 t "' tltr t'tDz t
,..t'l!!t...rfrt),
C6 : (U1ra2t"'t 11)2t'll)Lt"'rUzr"'rat), Cl : (1hr'Ltz,
' " rAzr"', 1il7rtl)2''' tut), Ca : (xtrfrzr"' r'lilLt' " rA2rAt "' rrt), Cg :
s
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(UrruZr...,'UztDt... tfi2tf,t,..., Ut), and C19 : (Ur, I)2t... t,U)zt1Dt.,. ,U2,
Art...tu1). The sum of the lengths of these cycles is Bn*20, and so one
of the cycles has at most (3rl + 20) ll0 : Znll} * 2 vertices.
Case 2: Suppose rz e (wr,uz).
We will again denote the fifth chord by S : yryr. Using the symmetry
of the graph, the fact that each chord must intersect at least two other
chords, and to avoid Case 1 for any triple of intersecting chords, we can
assume without loss of generality that y € (u,,u,r1) and Az e (w2ru).
In this case consider the 4 cycles C1 : (frt,f,2,...,,ttr2t,ttrtt...,fr1), C2:
(yrrAzr"' ,'u)2t'11)tr"' ,Ut), Cz : (utr'l)2t'.. t'tt2t'l,Dtt... rfizr{t... tr-r1), and
C+: (ut,'uzr--.,u2t I)tt... ,Ur,U2t...tui). The sum of the lengths of these
4 cycles is (ri * 70)14, and so 9(G5) < (zr + 10)/ in this case. This gives a
contradiction that verifies that G5 does not contain 3 intersecting chords.
Select 2 parallel cliords, which we will denote by .R1 : u1u2 a\d. R2:
aflz with Lt7t,t-t2tu2,o1 being the order of these vertices on the cycle C.
There must be 2 chords that intersect fi1 , which we will denote by,S1 :
fr1fi2 and Sz : AtUz. If the two chords ,Sr and ,S2 intersect, then there
will be 3 intersecting chords, a contradiction. Hence, we can assume that
and 52 are also paralIel. At least one of Sr or Sz must intersect, Rz.
^91
With no loss of generality we can assume that 11 € (ur,yr), y1 € (q,u2),
x2 € (u2,u1), and that either Az e (u2,r2) or yz € (uz,u2). There is an
additional chord in G5, which we wiil denote by T : 2122.
We will first consider the case when y2 € (a2,r2). However to avoid the
existence of 3 parallel chords, 7 must intersect at least one of -R1 and .82
and at least one of 51 and Sz. This will imply the existence of 3 intersecting
chords, a contradiction. In other words, it is straightforward to check that
the chord 7 implies the existence ofeither 3 parallel chords or s intersecting
chords.

In the case when yz € (uz,u2), observe that the chord ? must intersect both the chord.R2 and the chord,s2, since each chord must intersect at least 2 chords. Thus, with no loss of generality, we carl assume that zt € (uz,Az) and z2 € (a2,r2). Now, the 10 cycles C1 :
(ur,urr''',Ar,'' ., r\,. . . rut), Cz : (yt,Uzt. .. t 21,.. . t,u2t. .. tAt), Cs :
(rr, zrr' ",uzr' " rA2, . .., zt), Ca : (u1,u2r..., 22t... rfr2t..., u1), C, :

(*rr*ri... ,Utt... ,111,.-. rrt), CA : (Utr,u,2t . ,Z7tZ2r...rfrzrfrtr... ,Ut),
CZ:(yrrAz...rU2,l)1,...1117r112r...rUt)rCA:(Ztr22...tfiZtfirt...rgttUz,
"' rZt), Cg : (UZrl)t... t't-ttt,ttrzt... rZtrZ2r... rUz), Cn : (frZr71... ryt,
U2,...,'u2t,utt,..,rz) collectivelyuseeachof theedgesof Cprecisely3times
and each of the chords 4 times. Hence, thus sum of their lengths is Bn * 20,
and one of the 10 cycles has length at most (Zn+20)170:3n170*2. This
gives a contradiction which completes the verification that g(S) : 3/10.
For future reference denote this graph by I{j.
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Clairn:9(6) : 1/4
wil] assume there is no constant c such that g(Go) < nl{* c, and
-WE
show that this leads to a contradiction. The arguments for G6 are identical
to those for G5 and will borrow heaviiy from the observations ofthat case.
In particular, the arguments used in proving S(5) : 3/10 also imply that
G6 does not contain 3 parallel chords or 4 intersecting chords and that
each chord of G6 must lntersect at least 3 chords. The deletion of a chord
from G6 gives a graph G5. In all of the cases considered in proving that
S(5) :3/10, it was shown that 9(G5) 3nl4+cfor some constant c, except
forthe three graphs Hi,Hi, and fIi (see Figure 2). Hence we can assume
that G6 is one of the graphs H; (l < i < 3) with an additional chord
.R. The chord B must be positioned in each of the graphs fIi such that
there does not exists 3 parallel chords, 4 intersecting chords, and such that
each chord intersects at least 3 chords. In a straightforward way it can
be checked that this is impossible. This contradiction completes the proof
tr
that 9(6) : 714 ard also the proof of Theorem 2.
Actually more was provecl than was indicated in the statement of Theorem 2. The range of values for the constant c used in the definition of g(t)
is very restricted. If we define 9-(t) to be the least upper bound ofthe girth
g(G) of any hamiltonian graph G witir n vertices and n * f edges, then the
proof of Theorem 2 irnplies that 9.(1) : g.(2):nl2t 1,9.(3) : g*(4):
nf3+2,3n110 * 1( 9*(5) < 3n/10*2, and nl4+7< s.(i,) <nl4+5lz
for i : 6,7 and 8.
It is very likely with some tedious ca^se analysis that g(9) and 9(10)
can be deterrnined and probably 9(9) : g(10) :115. The foilowing example implies that 9(9) > 9(10) > 115. Let llro be the graph obtained
from the cycle C : (ro, xr,... ,rn-t,fr0) with n. :20m by adding the 10
ChOf

dS fr 0 I 7 On, fr 2 nt:lj 6 rn, xi 4mI

A

mt

[ mfr I in t
-o

$7

mfi I tm t fr gmfi tg n, fi !2mfr t6 m t

frr4mfrrymtrlzrnln, rlgmfi3nr. Any cycle of G must contain ail of the vertices in at least 4 of the intervals of the C determined by the 10 chords,
and so S(Hro) : 4m * 1: nl5 + 7.
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